I propose that if the universe was born as a baby universe on the other side of the event horizon of a black hole existing in a parent universe, then the corresponding white hole provides the absolute inertial frame of reference in the universe. The principle of relativity then allows to construct an infinity of other inertial frames. Consequently, this scenario could give the origin of inertia and complete Einstein's general theory of relativity by making it consistent with Mach's principle.
If there were only one body in the universe, for example Earth, then it would have no relative motion with respect to other bodies. Yet, a Foucault's pendulum could determine Earth's rotation about its own axis [1] . But, with respect to what would Earth rotate if there were no other bodies? Earth's state of motion would have no meaning in that case.
Newton's rotating bucket argument demonstrated that true rotational motion cannot be defined as the relative rotation of the body with respect to the immediately surrounding bodies [2] . More generally, true motion and rest cannot be defined relative to other bodies. Instead, they can be defined only by reference to absolute space.
Einstein's general theory of relativity, in which the motion of bodies is determined by the local geometry of spacetime [3] , reduces absolute space and time to local geodesics that are sufficient to describe this geometry. Absolute space becomes a field that is described by the metric tensor. True motion and rest are defined by reference to the metric tensor that asymptotically (far away from physical bodies) tends to the form determined by the condition of constant curvature, which depends on whether the universe is flat, closed, or open.
According to Einstein, the metric tensor is determined locally by the distribution of matter. What determines the asymptotic form of the metric tensor that took the role of absolute space? Mach's principle states that the overall distribution of matter provides absolute space: local physical laws are determined by the large-scale structure of the universe [4] . Consequently, the motion of the distant stars determines the local inertial frame. But, if there were no bodies other than Earth, there would be no distant matter that could determine the metric tensor. The metric would be redundant because it would have nothing to relate to. Yet, the metric, taking the role of absolute space, must exist in order to explain the difference between two scenarios in which the plane of oscillation of a Foucaults pendulum rotates (indicating Earth's rotation with respect to the metric field) or not.
Therefore, there must exist a body in the universe that determines absolute space. I propose that Black Hole Genesis (BHG) provides a natural answer [5] . If our universe was born as a closed, baby universe [6] formed on the other side of the event horizon of a parent black hole existing in a parent universe, then that black hole would be seen in the baby universe as a primordial white hole. That white hole determines absolute space: the frame of reference in which the white hole is at rest is the absolute inertial frame of reference (AIFR). 1 This frame defines the absolute time, called the cosmic time, which appears in the Friedmann equations of cosmology. It also defines absolute simultaneity and comoving distances.
Newton's first law of dynamics (the law of inertia) has two parts: 1) There exist inertial frames of reference, and 2) In an inertial frame, a free body (without forces acting on it) has a constant velocity: a body at rest stays at rest and a body in motion stays in motion. In the Lagrangian formulation, an inertial frame of reference is a frame in which space is homogeneous and isotropic, and time is homogeneous [1] . I propose that the primordial white hole guarantees that at least one inertial frame exists: the AIFR, thus explaining the origin of inertia. The principle of relativity of Galileo and Einstein then allows to construct, through the Lorentz transformations, an infinity of other inertial frames that are mechanically equivalent to AIFR and to one another [3] .
I propose the following conjecture: the AIFR is also the frame in which the total momentum and total angular momentum of the matter in the universe are zero (they can be measured only within the observer's cosmological horizon). These definitions are determinate because the universe formed by a black hole is closed (with the exception of the white hole that connects the universe to the parent universe through an Einstein-Rosen bridge). This conjecture has the spirit of Mach's principle: all distant matter determines inertia [4] . I also propose another conjecture: the AIFR coincides with the frame in which the cosmic microwave background radiation is isotropic (on average, without accounting for tiny fluctuations that have led to large-structure formation) [7] . Therefore, BHG completes Einstein's general theory of relativity by making it Machian. The parent black hole, seen in our universe as a white hole, constitutes the Machian distant matter that determines absolute space and provides inertial frames of references.
There are further implications of BHG. If our universe was born on the other side of the event horizon of a black hole existing in a parent universe, then every black hole creates a new, baby universe. These universes form a multiverse. However, they are not parallel. An object can exist at any moment of its timeline (measured in its proper time defined in its rest frame) only in one universe.
Since the motion of matter through an event horizon can only occur in one direction, that motion can define the past and future. This existence of the arrow of time at the event horizon can be continuously extended to all other points in space. It will also be extended to the cosmic time, defined as the time in AIFR, which is a coordinate that measures the expansion of the universe. Accordingly, the cosmic arrow of time in the universe would be inherited from the parent universe in BHG [8] .
The second law of thermodynamics states that the total entropy of an isolated system can never decrease over time. Once the total entropy of a system and its surroundings reaches a maximum, it would remain constant: the system is in thermodynamic equilibrium with the surroundings. A black hole, which forms in the infinite future as measured in AIFR, is a cosmic example of such a system. However, AIFR of the parent universe cannot be extended beyond the event horizon of a black hole because of the infinite redshift at the horizon [3] . On the other side of the event horizon, a baby universe has its own AIFR and its own cosmic time. In that growing universe, entropy can increase further [5] . Therefore, the thermodynamic and cosmic arrows of time coincide.
The black hole information paradox does not exist in this scenario. The information goes from the parent universe to a baby universe formed on the other side of the black hole's event horizon. Since the curvature of the closed universe is absolute, the gravitational force is geometrical and does not need a mediating particle: the graviton does not exist.
A physical law that turns black holes into Einstein-Rosen bridges to new, baby universes must avoid the black-hole singularity. The simplest and most natural mechanism for preventing gravitational singularities is provided by spacetime torsion within the Einstein-Cartan theory of gravity [2, 9] . In this theory, torsion is coupled to the intrinsic angular momentum of fermionic matter, allowing for the spin-orbit interaction that follows from the Dirac equation. Accordingly, torsion brings the consistency between relativistic quantum mechanics and curved spacetime. At extremely high densities, torsion manifests itself as repulsive gravity, preventing the formation of a singularity and creating a Big Bounce that starts a new universe [5, 10] .
The inertia in the universe may therefore originate from the universe being formed by a black hole that nat-urally provides AIFR: the absolute inertial frame of reference. That formation is physically realized through initial gravitational attraction from curvature, which is later countered by gravitational repulsion from torsion. This work was funded by the University Research Scholar program at the University of New Haven.
